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of the system concerned, in order to determine
the role of cell surface macromolecules in some

of these processes. This work will involve
studies on a number of different systems. First,

we will study the properties of the Mac-2 binding
proteins of mouse macrophages by amino acid,
protein, and NMR structural analyses. The cell

surface glycoprotein complex consisting of
Mac-2 and NKR-P1, a p55 receptor involved in
gamma-interferon killing, will also be studied

using the techniques and techniques described
for Mac-2. The alpha and beta chains of NKR-P1
will be isolated and studied biochemically and

structurally. A previous study of the NKR-P1 has
established its identity as a p55 receptor with a
Mr of about 55,000. In addition, the extracellular

domains of p55 will be characterized using
monoclonal antibodies and by protein
chemistry. These studies will provide

information on the receptor as well as the amino
acid sequence of NKR-P1. Finally, the

association between cell surface fibronectin and
NKR-P1 will be studied, especially in terms of
the active incorporation of fibronectin into the
NKR-P1 receptors. This will be studied using
affinity labeled radiolabeled fibronectin and
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monoclonal antibodies to identify both the NKR-
P1 receptor and the alpha chain of the receptor.

to your own body, you are now allowed to kill
other people. (Gen. 9:5-6) God will also punish

the nations for their sin. (Gen. 9:7
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money when you buy movies, songs,
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videos, and TV shows at the best price. Find out
how you can save big money when you shop at

Amazon.com Amazon.com: 18 software
discounts, on sale. Amazon video is the home of

thousands of movies and TV shows, original
series, documentaries, kids and family

entertainment. Features thousands of movies
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and TV shows from all over the world available
to rent or buy. Create your Prime Video account
and start enjoying a large selection of movies

and TV shows. Prime Video is simply free video
streaming. Your viewing library is synced to

your devices and you can watch your. . Watch
for free when you buy your. With Prime, get free

shipping and access to the best selection of
entertainment. Enjoy a large selection of movies

and TV shows, original series, documentaries,
kids and family entertainment. Create your

Prime Video account and start enjoying a large
selection of movies and TV shows. . Get. Find

your latest favorite movies and TV shows,
discover new releases in theaters and on TV,

stream thousands of the latest episodes of your
favorite shows, enjoy unlimited movies and TV
shows with Prime Video, and shop the selection
of books, games and toys. . With Prime, get free

shipping and access to the best selection of
entertainment. Enjoy a large selection of movies

and TV shows, original series, documentaries,
kids and family entertainment. Create your

Prime Video account and start enjoying a large
selection of movies and TV shows. . Get free.

Prime Video is Amazon's on-demand streaming
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service. With Prime, you can watch the latest
films and TV episodes, plus get. The Prime Video
app lets you download and watch your favorite
movies and TV shows in some regions. . Watch
for free when you. With Prime, get free shipping

and access to the best selection of
entertainment. Enjoy a large selection of movies

and TV shows, original series, documentaries,
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